Chapter 8: Routine Catching Technique
Catching is a unique position, and one could argue this is the toughest and most demanding
position in the field. It takes a special player to put on the protective gear, squat for hours, while
having a ball hurled towards you, with an opposing player standing within an arm’s reach,
swinging an aluminum, composite or wood bat. Catcher’s will sweat more than others, be hit by
balls and equipment more than anyone else, while being asked to manage a pitching staff and the
pace of play. Catchers are the General’s on the field, having a leader’s mentality and typically, a
high baseball IQ. They must be assertive and authoritative as players are often looking directly at
him/her for guidance. Catching fundamentals consist of three basic techniques; 1) receiving
(catching) the pitch, 2) blocking the baseball and 3) throwing out runners.
Set-up:
Like the other positions on the baseball field, the catcher has a primary (relaxed) and secondary
(ready) position. The difference here is not associated with pre-pitch routine, and ball in the
hitting zone readiness, but rather, whether or not runners are on or off base. A catcher’s primary
position is a relaxed but balanced stance, with the body, including feet, hips and shoulders
squared up with the pitcher. This stance is designed to maximize the catcher’s ability to receive
the ball as described in the Receiving Section below. In this position the catcher is balanced,
weight distributed evenly on the inside balls of the feet, knees shoulder width apart, glove
centered on the nose, or belly button at the bottom of the strike-zone. Note: Location will vary
pending the hitter and pitcher, however we teach our catchers to put the target at the bottom of
the strike-zone as this helps the pitcher keep the ball down. The catcher should stay as low as
possible and can even sit on their “haunches” a little, providing a nice wide target for the pitcher,
and excellent visibility of the strike-zone for the umpire. The glove arm should be partially bent,
elbow above the same side knee and below the glove, with the palm of the hand facing the
pitcher, thumb on the bottom (parallel to the ground), and glove open as wide as possible. Think
about putting in golf. Do you feel more comfortable putting to a quarter size hole or a garbage
can size hole? Having an open, steady target helps create confidence for the pitcher. The glove
target, and stance, should be in place right after the sign is accepted and prior to the pitcher’s
wind up beginning. This position should be held steady until the pitch is delivered. The throwing
hand should be placed behind your body to avoid being hit by foul balls. Note: it is advisable to
have the catcher reach back and grab a cleat on the back of their right foot.
A catcher will assume the ready position (stance two) when runners are on base or if a dropped
third strike rule is in effect. In this position, the catcher is prepared to react quickly to a changing
set of circumstances, runner stealing, ball in dirt, etc. In the ready position the catcher is in a
slightly raised squat position (rear-end off heels or knee savors), and the weight falls more into
the balls of the feet. The feet will also be slightly wider than shoulder width providing a more
agile and solid foundation. The feet may also be slightly staggered, but not to become sideways
to the pitcher. The catcher’s arm positioning is similar in both the relaxed and ready positions
(glove at bottom of zone, palm towards pitcher, thumb down). Different from the relaxed stance,
the throwing hand needs to be ready to assist in blocking and ready for ball transfer if a runner
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attempts to steal. It’s important that the throwing hand is still out of harm’s way, but must find a
spot that is close enough to not delay a block or throw. We suggest having the hand just outside
the right knee, slightly shielded from the right leg guard. This will allow for a quicker transition
of the ball from the glove to the barehand enabling an optimal throw or “pop time”.
In either the relaxed or ready position, the catcher will want to position themselves in the
catcher’s box as close to the hitter without having your glove hit during the swing. As a general
rule of thumb, the catcher should be close enough to almost reach up and be within a glove
length of the hitter’s elbow prior to the pitch. This does two things, 1) cuts the angle off for
pitches to give the ball less time to move out of the zone before being caught and 2) it provides
the umpire with optimal viewing of the strike zone. If the catcher sits to far back in the strike
zone, to hit the target the pitch will have further to travel which increases the likelihood of the
pitch looking like a ball to the umpire even though it may have entered the strike zone when
crossing the plate. Note: As hitters have different swings, coaches should be analyzing each
swing and providing assistance to the catcher relative to positioning. It is always better to be a
little deeper in the catcher’s box than too shallow where a catcher can then have his/her hand hit
by the swing, especially at the younger ages where players swings are longer and loopier.
Giving Signs:
Though not necessarily a “formal” catcher stance there are a few unique tips for giving signs to
the pitcher. First, make sure the catcher knows where his/her sign is coming from i.e. pitching
coach, head coach. Then use the thighs, leg protectors and glove to shield signs from base
coaches and runners. Glove should be outside and under the left knee to block the view from the
third base coach. Tuck the sign back into the crotch near the protective cup not too high, or too
low, so as to be seen by the general public. Finally, give the sign from a balanced position in
order to be able to easily shift to the location set-up without sharing that location with the hitter.
Receiving:
Catchers are often times referred to as “receivers” as that is essentially what they do on day to
day, and inning by inning. Without a catcher who can effectively receive the baseball, games will
drag on, and runners will circle the base paths like they are on a merry-go-round. There are a few
keys to being an effective receiver:
1) Keep the body quiet and calm throughout the pitch;
2) Track the ball with your eyes from the pitcher’s hand to your glove in the relaxed or
ready stance catching the ball with as little movement as possible, making it look
effortless;
3) Move the glove to catch the ball with a soft hand but with a firm arm and wrist;
4) Sway the shoulders in the direction of the ball attempting to make the ball appear
centered on your body;
5) Once the pitch is received hold it for a half a second to let the umpire have time to get a
good look at that strike. Holding for longer, can be seen as “showing up” the umpire,
which never ends well. For more advanced catchers, try to anticipate and beat the ball to
the spot so as the ball arrives, the glove is not moving, and the pitcher gives the illusion
of always hitting their spot.
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Catcher’s should consider their catching hand like the big hand of a clock and work on rotating
their catching hand around that clock so they always catch the inside of the baseball which is
closer to the strike-zone. For the pitch that is low, it is important that the catcher take the glove to
the ball and get their thumb under the ball, catching the ball without turning the glove over. Once
the glove turns over there is little chance that pitch is going to be called a strike, whereas if a
catcher works to get that thumb under it may still be appealing to an umpire. This can be very
difficult for the younger players as this takes a certain degree of hand strength. Just encourage
them to catch it any way they can until they are strong enough to keep their thumb down.
Catcher’s should keep their arm and wrist firm when receiving a pitch so the pitch does not carry
the glove out of the strike-zone. This is truly a challenge, but players are very capable of learning
to have soft hands with a stiff arm and wrist.
Now let’s talk about “framing” a pitch. There are only a couple fundamentals that are associated
with what is termed framing:
1) Set up a few inches in the direction of the pre-determined location and catch the pitch in
front of your body providing a clear view for the umpire;
2) Sway the shoulders slightly to the ball to make the ball appear to be more centered and
3) With your stiff wrist attempt to “drag” the ball towards the strike-zone but as a rule of
thumb, however, don’t drag the ball more than a couple inches.
With these anticipation techniques, framing is generally accomplished, prior to actually receiving
the pitch. The little movement after catching the ball is for last minute adjustments only.
Framing is designed to increase the chance of a borderline pitch being called a strike. NOT
EVERY PITCH IS STRIKE, so don’t think the ball that is 12 inches off the plate needs a good
frame job. Only frame good pitches within close proximity to the strike zone.
Blocking:
The role of the catcher is critically important to the success of the baseball team and most
important may be the ability to effectively and efficiently block pitches thrown in the dirt. If
nothing else this will build pitcher confidence which we all know can be a fragile and delicate
thing. Having the ability to block the errantly thrown baseball prevents baserunners from
advancing, runs from scoring and really can make the difference in winning or losing a ball
game. Blocking takes commitment, fearlessness, and pride. Kids are going to get hit, and often
missing the catcher’s equipment. It takes a certain breed of player that are ok with this type of
activity. Keep this in mind when encouraging kids to catch.
It’s important to recognize and discuss with the players what a “blockable” pitch looks like and
what is not. We will let you in on a blocking secret, big-league catchers are great at blocking, is
due to the fact that 95% of balls in the dirt are “blockable” pitches. In younger levels, this is
simply not the case. A “blockable” pitch is any pitch that is within one body width to either side
of the catcher, and a ball that bounces no further away than 1 foot in front of the plate. All the
instruction below is designed to handle pitches that fall into this “blockable” pitch model.
Anything outside of this range, a catcher must improvise and do anything they can to get a body
part in front of the ball (no technique necessary).
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Blocking is all about anticipation and setup. The earlier a catcher is able to read the ball in the
dirt, the more time they will have to get their body to the right spot before the ball gets there.
Whether a kid is more comfortable kicking their legs out or simply falling forward is less
important than what their body position is when they get there and how quickly they can get
there. For young, errant pitchers, catchers must be explosive to be able to handle pitches outside
their body so sometimes the “falling forward” technique limits the catchers range left and right.
That being said, when the catcher does reach their knees, there are some important key
techniques:
1) Knees are flat on the ground, wide apart, and rear-end is on or between heels (as low as
possible).
2) Glove is thrust straight down between the thighs, smashing the web of the glove into the
ground and facing the ball. This prevents balls from getting through the “5 hole”
(through their legs).
3) Throwing hand is behind the glove with palm open towards the ball. This opens the
throwing arm elbow and forearm, so the fleshy part is exposed to the ball. Nothing hurts
more than a ball hitting the boney outside of the wrist or elbow.
4) The arms remain close to the body while the chest leans ever so slightly forward with the
shoulders curving forward and the eyes and head forward and down (try to see the ball hit
the chest). The reason for these upper body movements is to attempt to control where the
ball will carom off the chest protector or face mask.
5) Finally, teaching the kids to breathe out on impact will help soften their chest and
minimize how far the ball bounces away.
Of course, not all balls in the dirt are going to be perfectly centered and in most instances the
catcher will have to move laterally left or right to block the baseball. In these instances, the
catcher will not only drop to the knees, but will also need to quickly slide left, or right, prior to
the knees hitting the ground. This can be achieved by pushing off of either, both feet at the same
time, or relying heavily on the opposite side foot to push into position. As the catcher slides into
position the upper body does the same thing as with a straight on pitched ball, however the angle
of the shoulder will turn slightly in relationship to the pitching mound attempting to keep the ball
from caroming off in the direction it was headed and “working” the ball back towards homeplate. For example, if the ball is pitched in the dirt, to the catcher’s left, the catcher will slide left,
glove will move to the five hole, the chest will lean forward, eyes and head forward and down,
but the left shoulder will angle ever so slightly towards the field of play while the right shoulder
rotates towards foul territory. Keep in mind at the upper levels, different pitches will behave
differently when hitting the dirt. For example, true curve balls will actually bounce
(counterintuitively) back towards the plate when hitting the ground. Anticipating the way the ball
will behave will produce better results for the catcher.
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Throwing:
Throwing technique is critical, as those of you who have coached at the younger levels have
experienced, rarely does anyone ever get thrown out, and it is both annoying and frustrating
watching kids run around the bases essentially uncontested. Even the kids with the strongest of
arms, rarely throw anyone out. This is because to be a successful throwing catcher, critical
mechanics must be achieved with both the hands and feet, ultimately having more to due with
quickness, than arm strength. Achieving a quality “pop time” (the time from the pitched ball
“popping” the catcher’s glove to the time the catcher throws the ball and it “pops” the infielder’s
glove) is related to how quickly the catcher can “drive” the ball back to the throwing position
while setting the feet in a good throwing position with a minimum number of steps.
Catcher footwork is arguably the most important technique to enable a quality on line throw. As
the catcher is receiving the baseball, the right foot (assuming a right-handed catcher) will take a
short jab step towards second base, splitting the difference between the feet (ideally in line with
the left half of home plate and gaining ground. While the right foot is being positioned, both the
catching and throwing hand are driven directly to the right shoulder while working the ball into
the bare throwing hand. This transfer happens very fast, and does not come naturally for younger
players. Glove to hand transitions should be worked on continually as without a good transfer,
none of the rest of the process maters.
In one fluid motion the left foot will move forward making sure to align the left hip and shoulder
with the target. As the left foot moves forward the throwing motion progresses directly from the
right shoulder, making sure not to push the ball downward towards the waste as this takes time,
and as we have already learned with infielder’s, time equates to out or safe. The catcher will
need to be aware of the plate and know ahead of time if his/her normal stride will land behind or
past the plate. Never allow your catcher’s stride to land on the plate while throwing as it is often
slippery and can cause injury. The step should be on the left side of home plate to allow the
right-handed arm slot to be in line with the right side of second base. Any deviation from this
alignment will cause the catcher to have to adjust the throw left or right instead of just worrying
about driving it straight to second base. For older kids, try to ensure that they are staying as low
as possible throughout the throwing process (many kids will pop straight up upon catching as
this feels natural). Staying low allows for a more explosive, efficient move toward the base.
For throws to third base with a right-handed hitter, the catcher will need to make a drop jab step
with the right foot, behind the left foot. This allows for adequate clearance from the hitter, in
order to make an on-target, and crisp throw. For pitches on the outside of the plate to a righty,
the catcher will want to take a jab step forward and towards first into the left-handed batter’s box
to clear the batter on the inside. Once again, anticipation is key to pulling this off smoothly.
Plays at the plate:
Proper technique for plays at the plate is critical in avoiding injury and getting outs. When the
ball is in play, the catcher will remain behind home plate assessing the ongoing play. Upon
determining that a play may be coming home, catcher will cross over home plate and position the
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left foot on the third base line, pointed at the third base bag, anywhere from 1-2 feet from
Homeplate. Right foot is open to the field depending on where the throw will come from. As
the throw comes in, catcher will determine how the ball will need to be fielded. Perfect throws:
Catcher will catch the ball with two hands and step to the inside of the baseline. IMPORTANT:
catcher may not take away the plate until he/she is in the act of fielding the ball and must allow
the runner a lane to the outside of the plate. Ensure foot is still pointing up the line towards third
baseline (many catchers will step across and open their hips/knee, toes pointed toward the third
base dugout, which leaves them open to injury with a hard slide. Keeping toe pointed toward
third ensures a strong position able to handle contact should it occur). Catcher will stay low and
apply the tag to the runner with two hands, preferably with the ball having been transferred to the
bare hand but still inside the glove. Errant throws: catcher must not let the ball by for any
reason. If the throw is off line, he/she must move their feet and ensure the ball is kept in front.
Very rarely will an errant throw result in an out so better to ensure the trailing runners do not
advance.
Pop-Ups
Catcher pop-ups are one of the most difficult skills to learn. The physics and trajectory of the
batted ball make this play difficult and requires a significant number of repetitions to master. A
couple of keys will help with this process:
1) Always pop up and turn your back to the field when the ball goes up.
2) When the ball is in the air make sure that the ball stays in front of your body while your
back is turned to the field. The spin of the ball will ALWAYS make the ball spin and
drift back towards the field of play. Keeping the ball in front will avoid the ball dropping
over your head.
3) Always use two hands and catch the ball over throwing side eye.
4) Everyone EXCEPT the pitcher has priority over the catcher. If a third baseman or first
baseman is able to charge in quick enough to catch it, they have priority to call the
catcher off. The play is MUCH easier for a fielder running in as they have a better
perspective and route to the ball. Once called off, the catcher should sprint forward under
the ball towards the backstop to get out of the way.
Acknowledgements:
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Table 1. Set-up, Receiving, Blocking and Throwing Drills
Drill
1

2

3

4

5

Set up
- Jump from relaxed to
ready position
- Ready position wall
sits
- Mirror image
- Steal the sign game
Receiving Technique
- Bare and soft-hand
tennis ball drill
- Barehand speed toss
- Barehand two ball
drill, one in hand
- Wall anticipation drill,
coach behind catcher
- Baseball w/ gloves
- Beat the ball to the
spot
Blocking Drills
- Five hole glove flip
- Dry blocking
- Straight on
- Forehand side
- Back-hand side
- Block and scramble
Throwing
- Drive ball and
glove to throwing
shoulder
- Inside jab step
- Step and throw
Force-play at home
Applying tag at homeplate from relayed or
pitched ball

6
7

Pop-ups
Field General

Principle

Level(s)

1) Understanding of relaxed vs. ready
position
2) Build leg strength and mental
discipline to hold ready position
3) Either bring an actual mirror, or have
players across from one another
assess their relaxed and ready set-up
4) Catcher gives signs while other
coaches, players attempt to see them
1) work the “clock” with soft hands, stiff
arm and wrist rotation
2) Let the ball travel, avoid reaching
3) Thumb under receiving the low pitch
4) 6/12 don’t give up strikes
5) Every time they play catch, see how
early they can get their glove to where
the ball will end up

S, Pi, M, B, P

1) Knee to ground, arms close to
body, head and eyes forward ad
down
2) Square frame, glove positioning
rounded shoulders
3) Work ball towards home plate
4) Ties blocking and throwing
together
1) Load ball immediately to throwing
position
2) Short step inside
3) Throw down the line
4) Keep front shoulder closed
5) Long hop or no hop
1) Clear inside or outside
2) Stay out of runner’s path
3) Left foot goes on inside of third
base corner
4) Stay square
5) Stay low and underneath level of
runner
6) Bare-hand covers gloved ball
1) Find fence for self and others
2) Clear mask
3) Turn and circle
1) Bunt defenses
st
2) 1 and 3rds
3) Signal calling
4) Pitch outs
5) Tempo

Pi, M, B, P
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S, Pi, M, B, P

5 - 10

10 - 20

M, B, P
5 - 10

M, B, P

5 - 10

M, B, P
5 - 10
B, P
5 - 20

7
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